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LIDIA GROBLICKA. 1933 - 2012.
Born in Poland in 1933, Lidia and her family fled the Soviet annexation of their homelands to Nowy Sacz in early
1944. Lidia specialized in woodcut printmaking under the direction of Ludwick Gardowski, one of Poland’s leading
printmakers at the Krakow Academy of Fine Art, completing her Master of Arts degree in 1957.
From 1958 to 1965 she lived in London and became reacquainted with a friend of the family Tadeusz (Tadek)
Groblicki. They married in February 1958 and in 1959 their son Roman was born. The family migrated to Australia in
1965 and lived in Sydney until relocating to Adelaide in 1966.
In 1967 Lidia joined the Royal South Australian Society of Arts on the advice of fellow Polish artist Wladyslaw
Dutkiewicz. . Since then Lidia exhibited regularly with the Society as well as with the “Off the Beaten Track Gallery”,
later to become the “Sydenham Gallery” which was run by Rachel Biven. She also exhibited with the Australian-Polish
Art Society in SA and in later years Pepper Street Art Centre and Art Images.
Lidia became a Fellow of the Royal South Australian Society of Arts in 1972.
A generous person by nature, she gave demonstrations of her printmaking to school- students and others who were
always enthralled by her work. When I first saw Lidia’s work at Rachel Biven’s gallery it made a deep and lasting
impression and I have sought out her work ever since. When I first met Lidia I discovered the richness of her
personality, the depth of her concern for the human condition and the environment; her love of dogs and cats, and
her sense of humour. Serving with Lidia on the RSASA Selection Committee, and arranging the works was a
constantly enriching experience. I will miss her keen judgement; She often expressed “That is art”, or “That is not
art”, her perceptive analysis of current events and the enjoyment of a recuperative coffee and cake at the State
Library Coffee Shop. Lidia has left us a very impressive and challenging legacy
Submitted by Stephanie Schrapel FRSASA February 2012
The Photograph above is of Tadek and Lidia Groblicka in-front of a painting of Lidia by Gerhard Ritter FRSASA at the Tutors Exhibition Jan. 2012.

Our thoughts go out to Lidia’s Family and Tadek. Lidia will be sadly missed by us all.
Editor: Bob Landt, Vice President
PO Box 268 Maitland, SA. 5573
Email: boblandts@internode.on.net Home: (08) 88322463 or 0409 822877
Web: http://www.rsasarts.com.au/links.html Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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PICASSO EXHIBITION NSWAG…..
PABLO RUIZ PICASSO.
Captain TONY SMITH, Demonstration.
Hello Bob!
SUMMER SCHOOL The reward is in participation.
RSASA INAUGURAL SUMMER SCHOOL.
EVENING WITH ARTISTS…….SASA.
LISA SLADE:
CHARACTORS of the FLEURIEU.
TUTORS ON SHOW.
FORMATION of a WATER COLOUR SOCIETY.
Passing of JAMES MARTIN Sculptor.
JEFFERY SMART - A DIFFERENT VISION.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The summer break has not been a rest period for me. I have been focused on the
design and making of art pieces for Fringe Exhibitions. This year I have the opportunity to submit work to four shows, each with their own particular theme which has kept
the creative juices flowing and necessitated juggling everyday mundane jobs so that I
can work in the cooler parts of the day. Now organizations are back to regular meetings I wonder if I will get the work finished before delivery dates or will I be left with a
number of UFOs (Quilting term: unfinished objects.)
I hope many of you have completed new works for the Fringe. There are 116 visual
art & design events listed in the Fringe catalogue, enough to keep us on our toes to
feel the pulse of the current visual arts scene in S.A. The RSASA advert for “Autumn
Bounty” appears on page 103. This year the Fringe office did not require/want names of individual artists in groups
for the catalogue which I regret; this was my one claim to Fame!
John Ford, Fellow of Marine Artists and chairman of Port Community Arts, proved to be a good speaker for the opening of “Autumn Bounty”. His speech was peppered with amusing anecdotes and some seriously good hints for fellow
artists; such as resisting the temptation to make one little correction to a work as that will lead to another and so on…
Many present were nodding their heads at that point. There were six awards of merit (see page 5), Neil Griffin, Marie Dent, David Lawruk, Olga Konoshchuk received awards for both of her pieces and Debbie Georgiou who was
unable to be present.
Of course we have not been resting at the Society; in fact it has been a frenetic time with the Summer Exhibition, Art
Market and the Summer School. A resounding success all round and already plans are afoot for 2013 with maybe a
summer school and a winter school in the July school holiday period (see reports elsewhere in Kalori). The committee is
open for suggestions re class content, tutors and running of the events. An email to the office will enable the Director to
easily pass on your ideas to the appropriate people.
There are some exciting and diverse events happening later this year. The 3 rd Solar Art Prize. The ballot of donated Fellows
works which is a wonderful opportunity to buy a known artist’s work for a mere $100, the Margaritia Stipnieks
retrospective in June which is our History Month exhibition and will attract many buyers, the Youth-scape exhibition plus
our ‘outside’ venture of ‘The Characters of the Fleurieu’ in the Stump Gallery at McLaren Vale and Members’ SALA
Exhibition. Do visit the RSASA web page for further details, entry forms for above exhibitions can be downloaded. News of
Society happenings and other arts events are posted regularly thanks to the hard work of the Director and Webmaster.
I shall be overseas for 3 weeks in March visiting country areas of Ethiopia, Kenya and Zimbabwe to see projects funded by
‘Act for Peace’ through the Uniting Church and, I hope, learn more of African arts and craft plus, of course, bring back
some gorgeous locally dyed/printed material!
Vikki Waller FRSASA
President.

MEMBERSHIP FEES ARE NOW OVERDUE:
Web: www.rsasarts.com.au Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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-TOO HOT TO HANDLE

Betty Shanks-Haines with her painting of
three apples from the orchard.

Alison Skewes with her painting created
in water based oils. (Much enlarged).

Hugh Adamson’s painting
from the Summer Exhibition.

Steve Smarts People’s Choice
winning MURRAY CLIFFS.

Too Hot to Handle was a strong exhibition with over one The Art Market, with work priced under $200, was quite
hundred members exhibits. Opened by Tim Noonan from
Channel 7, the exhibition ran from 4th December 2011 to
8th January 2012. Comments of “Varied and interesting”,
“wonderful diversity” and excellent standard” were a few
notes entered in the visitor’s book. It was interesting to see
the different interpretations on the theme of “Too Hot to
Handle” The standard of work was very high with eleven
members receiving merit awards. Congratulations to Hugh
Adamson for receiving The Award of Excellence for his
wonderful acrylic painting “Cooling Off” and to Stephen
Smart who won the People’s Choice Award with his oil
painting entitled “Murray Cliffs”.

successful, with many sales as buyers were happy to get a
bargain.
The drawing demonstration presented by Tony Smith on
Wednesday the 14th of December was extremely well
attended and received. Many thanks must go to Tony who
generously sold prints of his drawings and donated the
takings to the society.
Awards of Merit were awarded to:
Hugh Adamson, Jack Condous, Adam Hu, Juta Prus,
Heather Lauterbach, Ann Nolan, Richard Rogers, Stephen
Smart, Liz Steveson, Tracey Vandepeer, Swee Wah Yew
Contributed by Uta Mooney.

Left: HUGH ADAMSON received an AWARD of EXCELENCE for his painting
COOLING OFF ( Acrylic), shown at the Too Hot to Handle Exhibition.

TIM NOONEN presenting STEVE
SMART with his Merit Award for
PEOPLES CHOICE
MURRAY CLIFFS

Peter Noble won the "People's Choice Award" for the 2nd Solar Art
Prize. Peter made a last minute decision to enter with his winning entry, called
"Sunrise". Peter has been painting since he retired 4 years ago and has been a
member of RSASA for just over 12 months. This is the second time he has entered in
an exhibition at the RSASA and the first time he has received an award. The painting
had sold on the first day and Peter was a very excited as it was a profitable art show
for him. He will be using his prize towards solar panels from "Natural Technology
Systems" so he thanks the company for their sponsorship & Pip Fletcher for her organising. Peter says, “they are an excellent company to deal with”.
Peter Noble’s painting,
SUNRISE
Winner of the People’s
Choice Solar Art Prize 2.

YOU KNOW LOOKS AREN’T
EVERY THING BUT COLOUR CAN MAKE

A BIG DIFFERENCE!
CATERPILLA of DORATIFERA VULNERANS

Web: www.rsasrts.com.au Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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Matisse Drawing Life
Contributed by Margaret Raymond ARSASA.

I attended the Matisse exhibition currently mounted at
G A G/GOMA in Brisbane. From my entering, until departure
hours later, the work of Henri Matisse totally engrossed me.
Slowly making my way through the gallery I enjoyed each
and every drawing, lithograph and book which the artist had
created.
Can you imagine viewing more than 300 exquisite works?
Happy works full of life and colour.
The Long Room which I eventually reached was a big
surprise. This long room was an installation filled with still
life subjects waiting to be drawn. It contained sculptures,
exotic fabrics, and much more. A young male violinist played
while he modelled.
My first reaction was of total surprise. A Matisse came to
Life. A beautiful young woman with searching eyes and
brown curls reclined in a black and white striped chair.
She wore a long brightly coloured gown. She was perfectly
still. An antique table (as seen in paintings by Matisse)
stood beside her on which rested assorted fruit.
The screen behind her chair was of exotic design as were
the two rugs on the floor. A tall carved stand completed the
tableau. On it stood a large cream vase complete with bright
lilies.
I took paper clipboard and pencil from a stand, all readily
supplied, and did a few quick sketches. The room was
crowded with people of all ages working on whatever
they chose from so much material. Some preferred to use
touch screen tablets to record set objects.
A large specially designed Matisse cafe was set up within
the drawing room. An attendant surprised me with a
clipboard, paper and pencil, and suggested I draw while
I waited for my meal. I sketched the couple opposite. They
were enjoying a glass of red wine.
The exquisite simplicity of the works was a lesson to be
learned. Matisse achieved much with a few lines.
What perfection and perception. !
Matisse wrote. I quote.
"What I dream of is an Art of balance, of purity and serenity,
devoid of any troubling, or distressing, subject matter."
This exhibition proves he attained his dream.

World
World--first Matisse exhibition
marks GoMA’s 5th anniversary
Arts Minister Rachel Nolan will tonight open Matisse: Drawing Life,
an exclusive exhibition of Henri Matisse’s drawings and prints,
showing at Brisbane’s Gallery of Modern Art (GoMA) until 4 March
2012.
“The highlight of GoMA’s fifth anniversary celebrations, the
exhibition brings together more than 300 works from international
museums, the National Gallery of Australia, and private
collections, including works never previously shown or
reproduced,” Ms Nolan said. “This comprehensive survey explores
the extraordinary range and depth of Matisse’s graphic art,
providing a new understanding of this great and influential artist.”
Ms Nolan said the exhibition was curated especially for Brisbane
by Céline Chicha-Castex, Curator of Modern and Contemporary
Prints, Bibliothèque nationale de France, and independent Paris
based curator Emilie Ovaere-Corthay in conjunction with Dr.
Miranda Wallace, the Queensland Art Gallery’s Curatorial Manager
of International Art, Exhibitions and Research.
“Matisse: Drawing Life reveals how drawing was central to every
aspect of the great artist’s practice,” she said. “The works include

early academic sketches and engravings that promise his later
brilliance, through experiments with watercolour, ink and woodcuts
to the vibrant paper cut-outs and simple brush-and-ink works of his
final years.”
Ms Nolan said the seeds for Matisse: Drawing Life were planted
following a major retrospective of the artist’s paintings organised
by the Queensland Art Gallery and Art Exhibitions Australia in
1995. “It was the artist’s grandson, Claude Duthuit, who at the
time suggested an exhibition of Matisse’s drawings would
complete the story started with that exhibition,” she said. “Sadly,
Claude Duthuit passed away in May 2011, but the current
exhibition stands as a testament to his vision.
“This inspirational show is complemented by The Drawing Room,
a large-scale drawing studio for visitors, a program of film
documentaries, panels, tours and conversations delving into many
aspects of the artist’s life and work. The popular Up Late program
of evening viewings and live music will begin January 20.”
Events Queensland Chief Executive Officer John O'Sullivan said the
exhibition was part of a dynamic and growing events calendar for
Queensland. “Queensland is cementing its reputation as an arts
and cultural hub. Matisse: Drawing Life joins a number of exciting
events for Brisbane, including the upcoming Mummy: Secrets of
the Tomb at the Queensland Museum, the QPAC International
Performance Series, Portrait of Spain: Masterpieces from the
Prado at the Queensland Art Gallery, the World Theatre Festival
and the Australian Performing Arts Market,” said Mr O’Sullivan.
Queensland Art Gallery Director Tony Ellwood said the exhibition
told the compelling story behind the artist regarded by many as
having decisively changed the direction of art in the early 20th
century. “The exhibition is presented by the Queensland Art Gallery
and Art Exhibitions Australia in partnership with the Bibliothèque
nationale de France, Paris,” he said. Matisse: Drawing Life
features over 100 works from the Bibliothèque nationale de
France and significant loans from the National Gallery of Australia,
Canberra; St Petersburg’s State Hermitage Museum; the Musée
Matisse, Nice; the Musée Matisse, Le Cateau-Cambrésis; the
Musée national d’art moderne, Centre Pompidou, Paris; the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; the National Gallery of Art,
Washington DC; and the Baltimore Museum of Art.
“Many people know Henri Matisse as the master of colour but this
exhibition will reveal why he was also the master of line,” Mr
Ellwood said. “Through out his career, drawing under pinned all of
his work, regardless of whether it was painting, sculpture or print.
“The Drawing Room will add a unique interactive element to the
exhibition and the celebration of drawing will extend to regional
Queenslanders with Drawing Life for Kids on Tour: Celebrating
Artists visiting over 50 venues in regional, remote and Indigenous
communities.”
Tickets, $10-$20, are now on sale through www.qtix.com.au
For more information please visit www.qag.qld.gov.au/matisse.
From the official GOMA Press Release…...

The Drawing Room, 2011, Installation as part of the ‘Matisse: Drawing
Life’ exhibition at the Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane
3 December 2011 – 4 March 2012

Web: www.rsasarts.com.au Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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John Ford, Fellow of Australian Marine Artists and Chair of Port Community Arts,
who opened the members exhibition AUTUMN BOUNTY and presented the Merit Awards

Olga Konoshchuk

Neil Griffin

Marie Dent

David Lawruk

We advise of the recent passing of Harry Leach FRSASA, one of our Fellow
artists, passed away on the 23rd. Jan. 2012. Harry gave the Society so much of
his time by helping with the hanging of artworks. He was always a prominent
exhibitor and was there to help on the Selection Committee, roster of the
gallery and mail outs. He has been missed already. We now know that he can
breathe easier. Harry Leach was known for the creation of bold abstract and
semi-abstract work using bright colours and strong monotones. Even though he
was self taught, he did spend one year at the SA School of Arts studying with
artists Jo Caddy, W. Dutkiewitz and many others from that period. In the early
Sixties Harry Leach joined the RSASA, becoming an Associate in the mid sixties
followed by his fellowship in 2005. Several years ago he had work selected for
the Penang Week Overseas Exhibition. Harry was modest and quiet about his
work which showed a wonderful exciting feeling of motion in his curves and a
lack of parallel line in any part of his work. Harry explained it in the following
statement from an exhibition held with Hans Koppan at Gallery M in 2007:
"My philosophy is to be true to my own vision of the world where every new
work is an adventure and originality is paramount".
I know we will miss Harry’s big heart and helping hand.
Painting by Gerhard Ritter of “Harry Leach”. Which won first prize at Campbelltown Rotary Art Show in 2010 and now hangs in their Reception Foyer.

RSASA Friday Morning Outdoor Painting Group 2012
JAN 6, 13, 20:
JAN 27, FEB 3, 10:
FEB 17, 24, MARCH 2:
MARCH 9, 16, 23:
MARCH 30, APRIL 6, 13:
APRIL 20, 27, MAY 4:
MAY 11, 18, 25:
JUNE 1, 8, 15
JUNE 22, 29 JULY 6:
JULY 22, 20, 27:
AUG 3, 10, 17:
AUG 24, 31, SEPT 7:
SEPT 14, 21, 28:
OCT 5, 12, 19:
OCT 26, Nov 2, 9:
NOV 16, 23, 30:
DEC 7, 14, 21:
DEC 21:

Olive Grove, East Tce between Angas and Wakefield Streets.
Torrens outlet, Henley Beach, South.
Semaphore Jetty.
Adelaide Bridge, King William Rd, City.
Hallett Cove Cons Park, Heron Way.
Woorabinda Reserve, cnr Mabel St and Woorabinda Drive, Stirling.
Thorndon Park, Hamilton Tce, Newton.
Port Adelaide, Moorhouse St, off Grand Trunkway.
Morialta Recreation Area, Stadbroke Rd.
Waterfall Gully Rd, Waterfall Gully.
Birkenhead, Riverview Tavern Car Park, 3 Elder Rd.
Lee Wood, 84 Lindner Ave, Ashton.
Cruising Yacht Club, Cnr Lady Gowrie Drive and Southern Myth Dr, North Haven.
Cherryville Old School Buildings, cnr Cherryville Rd, and Fernhurst Rd. Cherryville.
Point Malcolm Reserve, Semaphore Park.
Cnr of Milne Rd and Kingfisher Drive, Modbury Heights.
Botanic Gardens, Botanic Park.
CHRISTMAS BREAK UP Bing a plate of food to share.
Contacts: Pat Wyllie 8364 6036
Coralie Armstrong 8389 2373

Web: www.rsaarts.com.au Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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BODYCOLOUR:
What is it and what do you do with it ?
As a mainly watercolour artist I often get asked are you
using gouache in your work and my reply is, “well no , I do
use body colour”. This term then leads to an explanation of
the confusing term. They can see in their eye great blobs of
gouache or even naked multi-coloured men and women.
How could something so simple as opaque water-based
paint create such confusion. In olden days the term body
colour it was mostly applied to Chinese white being mixed
with a transparent watercolour then used in parts of the
painting for effect or to cover up. It could be used from the
tube as a highlight. Today the knowing still apply body
colour, however it is used as an alternative to an opaque
gouache. Some water colour artists avoid using body colour
priding themselves by achieving the whites and highlights by
reserving areas of white paper. The reasons for this can be
excellent as the translucency of watercolour is retained.
Opaque watercolour can be a use-full medium when used
with some knowledge of its application. A transparent
water-colour when mixed with either Chinese white or
gouache zinc white, is well suited to creating misty or smoky
effects in a work. It can create a lovely soft, milky,
translucent effect that varies from gouache. Gouache tends
to be chalky, or even pastel-like when it dries. Often when
a watercolour needs to be repaired or has gone wrong by

being overworked or is found to be too bright in one area
you can often save it by overlaying a semi-opaque wash of
body colour; highlights can be softened or brightened up in
the same way.
There are traps though in using watercolour whites as a
body colour: Generally once applied they have to be built up
by allowing layers to dry between each additional coat.
Also painting over with a wash or glaze can create a muddy
effect if over colour is used too heavily. Gouache has a
lesser tendency though to do this than watercolour.
It is amazing that the use of body colour is frowned on by
many. It’s use in the modern era goes back to England and
Reynolds who revived the use of watercolour. His sketches
often left the white of the paper but his major work in
watercolour showed the strong use of body colour and
Gouache. This was with great effect.
So who is right and who is wrong? Is body colour or use of
gouache a no! no! ? Who really cares?
In truth art is art. Mixed media fills our art galleries and has
been created by our best artists ……….
Don’t knock the watercolour artist because he is mixing his
water based Media; that’s what they are supposed to do.
Ed.

WE ARE NOW ABOUT TO START TO PRODUCE THE SECOND BOOK ON RSASA MEMBERS.
THE FIRST BEING THE SKETCHERS: THE NEXT BEING THE PRINT MAKERS.
IF YOU WANT TO BE INCLUDEDED PLEASE CONTACT BOB LANDT OR BEV BILLS.
CONTACT DETAILS ON FRONT PAGE OF KALORI.

FRED R KLIX: 1917 - 2005
Born 1917, he grew up in the Victorian town of Sunshine.
Fred had an interest in art and went on to train at the Art
School. Royal Melbourne institute of Technology (RMIT).
He was influenced by his teachers John Bowell and Napier
Waller, and became a commercial artist until he had the
opportunity to join the Victorian Education Department as
an Art teacher.
World War Two took him to serve overseas. Following
service he resumed teaching in Melbourne, but on moving
to Adelaide, he again turned to Commercial Art.
During the next eighteen years he was to become an Art
Director for two of Adelaide's leading advertising agencies.
He was also a Council Member of the Royal South
Australian Society of Arts.
He was married, with two children, and lived at Brighton.
Fred was a coin collector and took an interest in Aboriginal
artefacts; his spare time was taken up by working on his
paintings. Fred Klix always concentrated on painting
subjects mainly in the Flinders Ranges. For twenty years he
travelled to the ranges taking friends and novice with him
painting. His books show selected works which represent
his travels to every corner of the Flinders from Port Augusta
and the Willochra Creek to Martin's Well, St Mary's Peak and
the Pound to Arkaroola in the North. Winding creeks with
lines of impressive trees, rock formations and towering hills.
Stockmen and their cattle, the quiet hardworking people of
the North. Wide spaces and old buildings with history all
trigger nostalgic memories. Fred was a story teller set in a
compelling landscape, evoking the colours and moods with
sensitivity. He had an individual style as well suited for his

subjects in the Flinders, Fred Klix was known as "the artist
from the city”.
Country people valued his interpretations of their home
place and his paintings gracing many station homesteads.
Fred had a number of books published, “Flinders in Colour”,
“Sydney in Colour r”, “ Adelaide in Colour”, “Perth in Colour”,
“Brisbane in Colour”, “Canberra in Colour “, “Wildlife in
Colour”, “ Aboriginal Bark Paintings”, “ North Tasmania in
Colour”, “South Tasmania in Colour”, “Arnhem Land in
Colour”, “North Queensland in Colour”, Papua I New Guinea
in Colour”, “Gold Coast in Colour” and “Australian Parrots
in Colour”.
Based on material from Flinders Ranges Landscapes F Klix.
FRED KLIX, Days Fishing
Oil on Board, Private Collection.

Web: www.rsasrts.com.au Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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PICASSO 1881 to 1973 –
Masterpieces from the Muse’e National Picasso, Paris
NSW Art Gallery, Sydney – Exhibition ends 25th March 2012
Recently I was lucky enough to visit the Picasso exhibition at the NSW Art
Gallery in Sydney. It was an amazing opportunity to see 150 works which
Picasso had created during his long productive life The display includes
significant paintings, drawings, prints, sculptures and archival material such as
photographs and a black and white moving film.
The exhibition is travelling around the world from the National Picasso Museum
in Paris whilst the gallery undergoes renovations. Sydney is it’s only stop in
Australia. .
Upon entering the gallery I was in awe of just how large the exhibition was. The
exhibition consisted of 10 separate galleries, each one depicting a different
period in the artists life. It was intensely personal and while wandering through
the galleries, I felt like I was intruding; a voyeur peeking through a window of
something that was very personal and private.
Picasso had some amazing influences during his life and he ‘aired’ them in his
work for all to see. Some galleries were devoted to the women in his life and
the affairs he had. Others were more sombre depicting death and the
tragedies he had lived through. His work showed how he was affected by the
Spanish Civil War, the Korean War and World Wars 1 & 2. Two paintings that
particularly stood out to me was the Massacre in Korea and The Head Cutter.
I didn’t particularly like these, - they made me feel uncomfortable and very sad.
There were also works that made me chuckle, even though he may not have
intended this kind of reaction. His painting of ‘Man with a Straw Hat eating
an Ice-cream Cone’, had bright yellow Hannibal Lector type teeth, this showed
that he had a quirky sense of humour. In a strange way, I also enjoyed the
work ‘Cat Catching a Bird’, even though I knew it was wrong; it still made me
smile to think how no subject really phased him.
The most significant impact on me by far had to be, ‘Large Still-life on a
Pedestal Table’. His use of colour and lines spoke to my own work and
reminded me that art doesn’t have to be perfect.
I took lots of notes and sketches; you were only allowed a single colour to
sketch inside. I spent four hours wandering through immersing myself in
Picasso’s work; sharing his life and art with other viewers.
The final stage of the exhibition ends with a huge suspended picture screen
running a black & white movie showing him working in his studio.
It was a particular joy to see him working on some of his sculptures: ‘Pregnant
Woman’ and ‘The Goat’. I had just viewed the finished completed pieces. The
moving images showed him contemplating these pieces, making adjustments
and holding them up for the camera. He appeared proud of what he had
accomplished.
Overall I found the whole exhibition a humbling and intensely personal
experience. I was surprised and reassured at how much he used mixed media
in his work. I would encourage anyone to go and see the exhibition whilst it is
here in Australia.
By Tracy Vandepeer, ARSASA.
Picasso said,

'I paint the way some people write their autobiography.
The paintings finished or not, are the pages from my diary...'

Part of Picasso Remixed Series
By Tracy Vandepeer ARSASA

Pablo Ruiz Picasso: Now showing at the Art Gallery of NSW. The exhibition
was conceived, curated and mounted by Anne Baldassari, general commissioner and president of the Musée National
Picasso and one of the world’s leading experts on the artist’s work. The international tour was initiated and created by the
Musée National Picasso, the largest and most significant repository of the artist’s work in the world. Since 2008 works
have travelled to cities including Madrid, Tokyo, Moscow, Seattle and San Francisco.
Pablo Picasso is accepted as being one of the most dynamic and influential artists of our century. He achieved his success
in drawing, printmaking, sculpture, ceramics and painting. He was prepared to experimented with different artistic styles
over his life time. The range of work covers all off his art periods: Blue, Rose, Expressionist, Cubist, Neoclassical, and
Surreal. Picasso was born in Málaga on the southern coast of Spain in 1881. He was exposed to art from a very young age
by his father, who was a painter and art instructor. After studying at various art schools between 1892 and 1896, including
academies in Barcelona and Madrid, he went on to the Royal Academy of San Fernando in Madrid during the winter of
1896-1897. Picasso soon became bored with academics and set himself up as an independent artist.
In Barcelona in 1899 Picasso's circle of friends included young avant-garde artists and writers who travelled between
Continued next page:

Web: www.rsasarts.com.au Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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Madrid, Barcelona, and Paris. Picasso also visited these
cities and absorbed the local culture. His early works
were influenced by old masters such as El Greco and
Velázquez and later by modern artists including Paul
Gauguin, Edgar Degas, and Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec.
Picasso moved to Paris in 1904 and settled in a
dilapidated section of Montmartre, a working-class
quarter. This area was home to many young artists and
writers. He gradually assimilated into their
stimulating intellectual community. Although Picasso
benefited greatly from the artistic atmosphere in Paris
and his circle of friends, he was often lonely, unhappy,
and terribly poor………..

DEMONSTRATION by MEMBER
CAPTAIN TONY SMITH OAM at

the RSASA

Tony Smith is well known as an artist, environmentalist and
one of the Murray River’s experienced river boatmen.
He is often found on the PS Murray Princess as guest
speaker talking on his lifetime relationship with the river.
He is passionate about the ecology of the River which is
reflected in the drawings and paintings he creates. Tony
was recognised by his peers in 2003 when he was awarded
the Order of Australian Medal (OAM) for services to tourism
and knowledge of the River system. Tony is an enthusiastic
volunteer in groups preserving the history and nature of the
Murray. He is involved in Wetlands Care Australia, a
multi-million dollar restoration project.
Though his skills in management and leadership are always
in demand, his greatest pleasure is working hands-on,
mulching, planting and even doing the weeding. Tony said,
“So much of the work is long term, it’s wonderful to actually
see the results of your labour. When we manage to restore
the water flow to areas that have been denied water for
decades, we know we are breathing new life into the river”.
His recent projects include working with Anne Jenson of the
University of South Australia to gather Red Gum seed to
help replant areas of Chowilla. He also owns a riverside
property and is dedicated to restoring it to a healthy flood
plain environment. Tony indicated that nearly every dollar he
makes has been put into his property; one of his greatest
passions.
As the Master of the Murray Princess for 11 years he has
watched the changes in the river traffic; seeing vessels of
all shapes and sizes moving along the Murray. The Murray
Princess though is the uncontested lady of the great river.
Tony has always been willing to share his knowledge and
experiences with the thousands of passengers who have
accompanied him on his weekly nature walks. They benefit
by learning about the Murray’s fragile eco system from
Tony’s first hand experience. During 2000, Tony was
diagnosed with Glaucoma, a condition that affects eyesight,
which led to his retirement as Master of Murray Princess in
January 2001.

Capt. Tony Smith about to give a
demonstration at the RSASA during
the
Too Hot to Handle Exhibition.

His condition has since stabilised but he is no longer able
to get behind the wheel of Murray Princess or a vehicle.
His artwork has also been affected as his lack of peripheral
vision making it impossible for him to work on large
canvases. True to character, never give up, Tony
concentrated his attention on highly detailed art work,
smaller pieces and finer drawings than he has even done
before. Captain Tony Smith, will be cruising aboard Murray
Princess as a special guest presenter. He is involved in
special artist tours which will also include a variety of
discussions about the river environment, a love or art and
his adventures on the river.
Based on an article promoting the Murray River Princess on the WWW. Ed.

Hello Bob, Good to catch up with you on Monday.…..Thank you to the members who so generously gave their time to sit
at the recent 'Tutors on Show' exhibition. They made my job of gallery roster organiser very easy and I'm grateful to all
who helped…..Also a big rosette to Pip Fletcher who took on the enormous job of organising and attending the Summer
School. It was such a success and we now have many interested painters, weavers and art lovers who are looking
forward to the next one. Well done Pip!...................................................................................... ............Yours, Margaret Tuckey
Web: www.rsasarts.com.au
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SUMMER SCHOOL…………………………………...
THE REWARD IS IN THE PARTICIPATION

Bev Bills, FRSASA taught on Jan. 2nd and 3rd, under the
title of 'Painting with Threads'. Bev is an accomplished and
highly regarded artist in Tapestry and Weaving. She is also
an accomplished paper maker who works with print media.
For the Summer School Bev, taught the basics of weaving.
Bev has a Bachelor of Visual Arts, Assoc. Dip of Textiles.
Bob Landt with a group of happy faces from an Introduction to Watercolour.
Director and Previous President of RSASA, President of
Hand-Spinners & Weavers Guild of SA. Member of T'ARTS,
Glenda Parker, FRSASA 'Exploring Pastels with Glenda
Curator & exhibitor of multiple exhibitions. Teacher of
Parker' Jan 14th and 15th was a chance for intending and
spinning, weaving & papermaking of many years experience. qualified artists to learn about pastel as an art medium.
David Braun, FRSASA, Instructed on Jan 8th & 9th in pencil Glenda taught the freedom and excitement of using dry
pastels (not oil pastels). A Multi prize winner, her work can
and ink illustration techniques in an exercise called 'Under
be found in overseas collections. She is the President of
the line'. David has a BSA & MFA (Master of Fine Arts from
Pastel Artists of SA, Past Pres. Of Adelaide Art Soc. & Whyalthe Pratt institute of New York. He is a member of Aust.
Guild of Realist Artists) RNSW Society of Arts, Vic Society of la Art Group.
Arts. A multiple prize winner he's been in many exhibitions,
fourty by selection, twelve solo exhibitions and represented
in fourteen professional galleries. David has been a tertiary
art lecturer for 35 years.
Roe Gartlemann, FRSASA. Jan 4th & 5th. The title given by
Roe was “Towards Abstraction”. To acrylic painting with the
using Acrylic and other media to paint. Her contemporary
approach to painting was to show the students how they
could mix water based media to achieve interesting and
exciting results. Roe Gartlemann has a Diploma of Teaching
Art (Hons): AUA (Adel. Uni.) (Arts + Edu): Post grad- ceramics,
life, (Central School of Art) Graphics (SASofA).

Alan Ramachandran, FRSASA Committed to two courses,

watercolour Jan 17th and ink & wash on handmade paper.
Jan 7th. Alan is a member of Singapore Watercolour Society
and the Adelaide Art Society. He has had 2 solo and several
joint exhibitions. Alan is a Multi award and Prize winner with
work in collections here and overseas. He has given many
demonstrations and taught in more than twenty workshops.

Gerhard Ritter, FRSASA, delivered three courses on

Watercolour portraiture, Jan 15th, (1dav). Oil portraiture,
6th and 7th Jan, (2davs) and. small animal clay modelling,
Jan 2nd, (1dav). Gerhard has had vast experience in
working in the media he has selected to teach during
Bob Landt, FRSASA. 'An introduction to watercolour' on
Summer School. He has a BA Hons (Adel.) MBA (Uni.ofSA).
Jan 3rd. Bob has exhibited in many selected and solo
Has been the Previous Director of the RSASA. He is also a
exhibitions, being a multi prize winner. He is self taught and teacher of portrait painting and a multi prize
has painted since the 1950s. Bob’s art can be found in local winner.
& overseas collections. He is an art collector having run his
Margaret Tuckey, FRSASA, an exploration of “Textured
own gallery for many years. His teaching experience has
been over the last ten years mainly to encourage people to Surfaces "Jan 11th am and Jan 12th pm.
paint in watercolour. Bob is our Editor of the RSASA’s Kalori Margaret taught the importance and methods of applying
texture before painting, on board, paper and
Trevor Newmann taught two courses for artists with all canvas using sand, glue, plaster, paper or fabric.
levels of ability. “Paste! Over watercolour”, two days, the
Margaret has a Associate Diploma of Fine Art, has been an
18th and 19th of Jan. “Oil Landscapes”, two days, the 13th Adult Community Art Teacher for 15 years and is a Multiple
and 14th of Jan. The workshops were for for all those
art prize winner.
interested in learning more about oil and water-colour media and it’s utilization. Trevor is a professional artist, with a
Diploma as a Fine Art, teacher. He is also known for Art
RSASA Inaugural Summer School
judging - Art tour hosting– and is a multi prize winner.
Held 2 – 19 January 2012

Roe Gartlemann teaching Acrylic and other media, “Towards Abstraction”

The RSASA Gallery became a place of learning, more than
usual, with tables lined up down the gallery, and easels at
the ready. 85 students attended art related workshops of
painting with oils, watercolour, ink, acrylic, pastel, surface
texture and even tapestry weaving, clay & drawing
techniques. All from a line up of excellent tutors, all RSASA
Fellows, David Braun, Bev Bills, Bob Landt, Roe Gartelman,
Trevor Newman, Glenda parker, Alan Ramachandran,
Gerhard Ritter & Margaret Tuckey (9). Workshops were held
over one or two days and many participants took up the
challenge to attend several workshops, taking in the
excellent knowledge and tips of the tutors. The response
was so good there were names on reserve lists and Roe
added another 2 day workshop, 14 workshops in all.
Tutors also participated as students in other tutors

Web: www.rsasarts.com.au Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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The RSASA are already considering scheduling another
Summer School or even a Winter School for 2013.
workshops. We can all gain so much from one another.
The tutors are all exhibited in “Tutors on Show” 15th. Jan. –
It was great to see the Gallery continuously full, drop sheets 12th. Feb. 2012 in the RSASA Gallery.
covered the floor. Those that attended numerous workshops The feed back from the workshops have indicated a success
had seemingly made themselves at home and became
and have provided some thoughts for next time, but
familiar faces. The students were thirsty for knowledge
importantly these workshops occurred due to the initial
and our tutors were at the ready to give it.
planning and physical hard work of Pip Fletcher FRSASA,
The RSASA gained some new members, “Friends” and
her determination to provide all the students with these
“Practicing Members” of whom we welcome aboard. These workshops; her continual liaison with tutors, students and
workshops can only add to the skills of our already talented preparing the gallery. From the students and from us in the
members. Forthcoming members’ exhibitions are going to
office a big “thank you”. Thank you also to all who helped
be worth more of a visit and give the Selection Committee
clean up and along the way.
Bev Bills Director 26.1.12
more to think about.
From previous page.

"EVENING WITH ARTISTS"
Jack Condous President of Friends SASA and the Board of the Friends of the South Australian School of Art.
Invite you to a panel discussion.
TITLE: "LOCATION! LOCATION! LOCATION!; the opportunities and challenges of making art in South Australia".
Lisa Slade, Project Curator at the Art Gallery of South Australia will chair the evening with a panel of successful artists
working in South Australia., Christopher Orchard, Sera Waters & Nicolas Folland
Date: Thursday 12th. April, 2012
Time: 5.30 pm / drinks ( wine provided by our sponsor -Scarpantoni Estate Wines)
5.30 pm for 6 pm start with introductions, questions and answers.
The evening concludes approximately 7.30 pm.
Place: Bradley Forum 5 th. floor, Hawke Building, UNisa, City West Campus.
( corner Fenn Place and North Terrace, City, Adelaide).
Admission costs: Members of Friends SASA $15 Non- members $20, Students. $10.
For further details please visit www.friendsasa.com or contact our Events Coordinator
Pamela Karran ( mobile 0417809293) or Jack Condous ( mobile 0409414455).

Lisa Slade is Project Curator at the Art Gallery of South Australia. She is also a
PhD candidate at Monash University. Previously, Lisa lectured in Art History and
Theory at the University of Newcastle. She continues her role in tertiary education
through the collaboration between the University of Adelaide and the Art Gallery of
South Australia, to which she contributes as a lecturer in a range of post graduate
courses. Lisa is the managing curator for the Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art,
Parallel collisions, which will be held at the Art Gallery of South Australia from
2nd. March until 29th. April 2012.

Characters of the Fleurieu:

Exhibition hosted by the RSASA at the Stump Gallery,
McLaren Vale Visitors Information Centre, 9 June – 8 July,
2012. Entry forms can now be down loaded from

www.rsasarts.com.au

under exhibitions …Entries close 27 April 2012.
If artists don’t know of any “characters” the Southern
Portrait Group have a few lined up to pose for us.
We had the Mayor of Onkaparinga on the 18th Jan.
The Mayors of Alexandrina and Victor Harbor are sitting
on the 1st and 15th of February (both sessions full) and a
magician called Wayne Anthony on the 14th March.
The Portrait Group will endeavour to have other characters
until the cut-off date for entries.
We meet fornightly at the Noarlunga Art Centre on
Wednesday evenings 7 to 9 pm.
Any queries to be directed to:
Beryl Stutchbury at: bstutch@bigpond.com.
Or phone 8322 2902.

Mayor of Alexandrina Kym McHugh posing for the Southern Portrait Group.

KEEP YOUR CV UP TO DATE IN THE RSASA ARTIST BOOKS
Web: www.rsasrts.com.au Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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PHOTO GALLERY FOR TUTORS ON SHOW

TUTORS ON SHOW
Summer School, what a wonderful way to share your art experience and ability with
others. To share knowledge and encourage a future for the arts.
In this world of take rather than give it is rare to find an enthusiastic group like the
members of our Society who are willing to accept the reward of knowing they have given
something rather than taken. It is still possible for many of us to feel well satisfied with
helping without the benefit of acknowledgement or physical reward. Its just a nice thing
to do. So often we look about and take for granted the things that others do.
The hangers, the selectors, the President and Director, who are all giving volunteers.
Those members who sit the gallery and the people who prepare the nibbles for openings
and events. The members who set up the tables, organise the library and maintain the
lights and fixtures. All work hard for the success of our Society.
Thank them all with a smile and sincere well done.

Alan Ramachandran with Margaret
Tuckey having a moment of fun at the
opening of the TUTORS on Show.

Eylane and David Hartley discussing
Margaret Tuckey’s Painting and her
class TEXTURED SURFACES.

Gerhard Ritter relaxed after the
opening of the TUTORS on SHOW.
Above Bev Bills looking on.

Watercolour Society
Watercolour is usually our first introduction to brush based art. This may be one of the reasons
behind the perception that it is in some way an inferior medium as compared to the more
prestigious oil based media. I am totally in opposition to such a view and I have for some time
considered what could be done on a local level to in some way re-educate the art public to a
new appreciation of watercolour painting. As such I would like to gauge the support that there may exist to the
establishment of an independent association of watercolour artists in South Australia. I have no model in mind for such a
body other than a feeling that it should probably be independent of any ties to other existing bodies lest it be in some way
assumed to have links or dependencies on any existing organisation. A new body should come without any baggage.
Perhaps people could contact me through my email address: grit@skymesh.com.au with Watercolour Society in
the subject line or via my mobile phone 041 984 9226
I envisage calling an initial meeting in a central location in or about May 2012 and progressing from that……...
Gerhard Ritter 1/2/2012
Web: www.rsasarts.com.au Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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JAMES MARTIN Sculptor……………………………………………………………………………
Born England 1944 - Passed away Adelaide South Australia, 2011.
"I am a Sculptor, who works figuratively. My fascination with representations of the human
figure has been the major theme of my work for many years. I have a particular interest in
portrait sculpture, and my work is expanding increasingly in that direction.
Through my work I explore the endless possibilities of the human form and face, seeking to
render in both realistic and abstract forms what it means to be human. The particular
challenge of this kind of work is how to tell a story using gesture and expression."
James art education started at the South Australian School of Art where he was to gain his
Bachelor of Arts (Visual Arts) and was Awarded the Geoff Lloyd Scholarship (Sculpture).
He attended the Adelaide Central School of Art Studies in Sculpture, Drawing and Painting
James then went on to have teaching experience: as a Lecturer in Sculpture at the Adelaide
Central School of Art. He also taught Sculpture and Bronze Casting at the South Australian
School of Art, University of South Australia. As well as the Society of Portrait Sculptors UK,
Master Classes. His major commissions of note are the 2006 Vietnam War Memorial Torrens Parade Ground, Adelaide,
South Australia, Portrait of 'Anna Coster' in Bronze and the Merlion Tower, Singapore Designer and sculptor.
Selected Exhibitions since 2000
2008 Oxford Art-weeks, England
2007 ACSA 25th Anniversary Faculty Survey Exhibition
Adelaide Central Gallery 2, Adelaide, South Australia
2006 Open Studio, 2006 South Australian Living Artists (SALA) Festival
2006 Selected exhibitor for 'The South Australian Story', Royal South
Australian Society of Art, 150th Anniversary art prize
2004 Zoo Art Walk, Adelaide Festival Fringe 2004
2002 Body, Recent Figurative Bronze Sculpture, James Martin & Tim
Thomson, Adelaide Central Gallery
2000 A Recollection of Bronze, SALA Week
2000 20/20, Portrait in Landscape, SALA week
John Dowie bust 2002 and Vietnam War Memorial Sculpture 2006 by James Martin.

Jeffrey Smart – A Different Vision

Also information, anecdotes, published items relevant to
Of the RSASA Gallery calendar this year, the Society will hold the period (1940 onwards) would be gratefully accepted.
Because there are expenses involved in this project, the
an exhibition entitled “Jeffrey Smart & Contemporaries”,
Society would appreciate any sponsorships and donations
between the 21st. of October to the 11th. of November.
to contribute to insurance, signage, publicity, printing and
The aims of this exhibition will be to first, acknowledge our
transport costs.
Life Member and former Vice President Jeffery Smart for
This event is designed as an intimate display of the ongoing
his role as a giant in Australian and international art and to
extend the public knowledge of his importance to the wider transition of art on the broadest scale from Europe through
local and national exposure to international recognition –
Community in South Australia and Australia.
with so many influences continuing to develop enhancement
Secondly, to provide a background on his early teachers,
of the visual arts.
tutors and influences – the Dorrit Blacks, the John Giles,
Contributed by James Raggatt FRSASA (Past President)
the Piero della Francescas and others who contributed to
the development of his fine artistic ability.
Thirdly, to present an opportunity to his associates from
his Adelaide background (and wider fields if possible) to
demonstrate some indication of the influence Jeffrey has
had on their artwork, and their own contribution to the
advancement of art.
The artists who are on Jeffrey’s list have been contacted,
but there are other contemporaries who might be included.
(Obviously we are a bit thin on the ground).
Please phone: James Raggatt or Bev Bills at the RSASA
office or email (bbills@bigpond.net.au) if you are one of his
former students or contacts or have any suggestions that
may help with this exhibition.
The RSASA would like to borrow: - if you happen to have
them in your collection, or know someone who has…
Any works or sketches or memorabilia of Jeffrey Smart
Up to two paintings by contemporaries, e.g. Jacqueline Hick,
Dr Jeffery Smart Self Portrait
Horace Trenerry, Max Ragless, John Giles & many others.

NOTE

: NEXT KALORI ITEMS DUE IN BY MAY 10th TO THE RSASA OFFICE
Web: www.rsasarts.com.au Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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